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Motivation

Objective in eXtreme Multi-Label (XML) classification is to learn a
classifier that can automatically tag a data point with the most
relevant subset of labels from a large label set
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FastXML Overview

FastXML learns a hierarchy, not over the label space as is traditionally
done in the multi-class setting, but rather over the feature space

The intuition is that only a small number of labels are present, or
active, in each region of feature space.

Efficient prediction can be made by determining the region in which a
test point lies by traversing the learnt feature space hierarchy and
then focusing exclusively on the set of labels active in the region
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FastXML Overview

FastXML learns an ensemble of trees

FastXML defines the set of labels active in a region to be the union of
the labels of all training points present in that region

Predictions are made by returning the ranked list of most frequently
occurring active labels in all the leaf nodes in the ensemble containing
the test point
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Learning to Partition a Node

Training FastXML consists of recursively partitioning a parent’s
feature space between its children

Such node partitions should be learnt by optimizing a global measure
of performance such as the ranking predictions induced by the leaf
nodes
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Learning to Partition a Node

Data {(xi , yi )Ni=1} with D dimensional feature vectors xi and L
dimensional binary label vectors yi ∈ 0, 1L

Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) at k of a ranked vector r given
ground truth label vector y with binary levels of relevance:

LDCG@k(r , y) =
k∑

l=1

yrl
log(1 + l)

(1)

Unlike precision, DCG is sensitive to both the ranking and relevance
of predictions.
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Learning to Partition a Node

FastXML partitions the current node’s feature space by learning a linear
separator w :

i indexes the training points present at the node being partitioned,
δi ∈ {−1,+1} indicates whether point i was assigned to the negative or
positive partition,
and r+ and r− represent the predicted label rankings for the positive and
negative partition respectively.
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Learning to Partition a Node

DCG@L is performed on each node, even though the ultimate leaf
node rankings will be evluated at k << L

The separator function allows a label to be assigned to both partitions
if 2 separate points containing the same label are split into the diff.
feature space. This makes FastXML robust.
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Learning to Partition a Node
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Training FastXML

Start by setting w = 0 and δi to be 1 or +1 uniformly at random.

Each iteration, then, consists of taking three steps.
1 r+ and r are optimized while keeping w and δ fixed. This determines

the ranked list of labels that will be predicted by the positive and
negative partitions respectively

2 δ is optimized while keeping w and r± fixed. his step assigns training
points in the node to the positive or negative partition.

3 Optimizing w while keeping δ and r± fixed is taken only if the first two
steps did not lead to a decrease in the objective function.
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Prediction
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Results
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